
WHAT MAG TRAPS DO 

.................. ..... . .......... . ....... .................. 

MAGTRAPs remove the hazards of unwanted ferrous and work-hardened stainless 
contaminants from processing lines. They capture the very fine of particles that pass 
undetected through electronic metal detectors. Placed in front of pumps, screens and 
mills, they protect vital plant equipment from metal damage, with its costly resultant - 
downtime. When product purity is paramount, install a MAGTRAP in front of the filler. 
MAGTRAPs work with virtually all pumped products. Their rare earth magnets catch all 
sizes of ferrous debris found in product lines. They also cap-ture particles of work- 
hardened 304 and 316 stainless steels as well as nickel and carbide items that sometimes 
appear in process lines. MAGTRAPS are available from 1/2" through 6" line sizes. 

TWO MAG TRAP STYLES 

.................. ..... . .......... . ....... ..................

MAGTRAPs magnets are either enclosed in tubes (Models 130, 135, 135EC, 170 and 
Micro Magtrap) or in a flat plate configurations (Models 115, 120 and 125). Tube mag-nets 
are used for liquids, purees, and products with smaller (less than 1/2" ) included solids not 
susceptible to size reduction. Flat plate magnets are for products with frag-ile included 
solids (fruit preserves, cooked meat chunks, cottage cheese, etc.), chunks larger than 
1/2", long, sinewy items, and products that are hard to pump. 

USEFUL NOTES 

...................... ........ . ....... ......................

MAGTRAPs can be supplied with all types of line connectors. Models 125 and 135 can 
have dissimilar inlet and outlet line sizes. MAGTRAPs may be mounted in vertical, 
horizontal or sloped lines without affecting the magnetic efficiency. For complete drainage 
required by Clean-In-Place (CIP) systems (no sump area), install MAGTRAPs in a vertical 
line. CESCO would be pleased to provide you with suggestions and information regarding 
your application. Complete instruc-tions accompany every MAGTRAP. 
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Good Reasons for using Magtraps:
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